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Preface

BaZi destiny analyses are based on 4 basic foundations.

1. 日干为主. First of all, Day Master is the host.
2. 定格为先. Second, you must determine the structure; strong, weak, extreme strong or extreme weak 旺弱转从.
3. 用神为要. Third, you must determine the useful gods 用神 (yong-shen).
4. 生克为用. Last step is to production 生”sheng” and suppression 克 “ke” to determine the outcome.

Ah Yi had a question.

“Can a weak or strong self changes accordingly to TaYun”

To Ah Yi, her BaZi does not make sense. If she is a strong self after 2 decades of 財才 TaYun, she should be rich but she is not. If she is a weak self, 印 should be her useful god but her mother has ruined her life and now they are like enemies.

Ah Yi suspects that her Day Master (“Self”) strength will change accordingly to her TaYun. She thought, maybe, originally, her daymaster was strong and this answered why she had conflicts with her mother and during the 2 decades of 財才, due to strong 財才, her daymaster became weak.
Determine the structure 定格为先

Day Master or Self strength will not change with TaYun 日主旺弱，不随云变。

This is Ah Yi. She was born on the 3 May 1948 申 hour.

戊 born in the month of 辰 earth month with 比 reveal – “De ling”. 子子, with 2 X 子辰 assemble 才 unable to transform – “Shi di”, 庚丙戊 - “De Shi”. By using Three inspect method 三审定格法, she is a strong self.

She should have been rich after 2 decades of strong 财才 TaYun. But according to Ah Yi she was never rich and was indeed quite struggling.